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Bachelor Mechanical Engineering (B.Sc.)

The Bachelor's degree of Mechanical Engineering is an undergraduate degree programme leading to a professional
qualification.

You are creative, have a basic understanding of technology and work systematically.‣
You can think analytically and logically and like to communicate.‣
You want to make devices more efficient, components lighter, people more mobile and production facilities more
environmentally friendly.

‣

N.c. (Numerus clausus)-free!‣

Is a mechanical engineering degree something for me? ‣

That's what I get out of studying industrial engineering and mechanical engineering! ‣
Apply online! ‣
Student advising ‣

http://www.ovgu.de
https://www.mb.ovgu.de/mb/en/Apply+Online.html
https://www.mb.ovgu.de/mb/en/Contact.html
https://www.ovgu.de/en/Study/Study+Programmes/Bachelor/Mechanical+Engineering.html
https://www.ovgu.de/en/Study/Study+Programmes/Bachelor/Mechanical+Engineering.html
https://www.mb.ovgu.de/mb/en/Boxen/Bachelor+Dual+Mechanical+Engineering+%28B_Sc_%29-p-126.html
https://www.ovgu.de/en/Study/Study+Programmes/Master/Mechanical+Engineering.html
https://www.fmb.ovgu.de/Studienangebot/Mein+Studium+in+Magdeburg.html


 

Bachelor Dual Mechanical Engineering (B.Sc.)

The Bachelor's degree Dual Mechanical Engineering is an undergraduate degree programme with a professional
qualification and integrated vocational training.

 

Master Mechanical Engineering (M.Sc.)

Choice of specialization
+ Product development
+ Manufacturing
Duration: 6 semesters
Language: German
All information about the study programme

‣
‣
‣
‣

N.c. (Numerus clausus)-free!
Choice of specialization
+ Product development
+ Manufacturing
Duration: 8 semesters
Language: German
All information about the study programme
Partner companies for integrated vocational training

‣
‣

‣
‣
‣
‣

https://www.ovgu.de/en/Study/Study+Programmes/Bachelor/Mechanical+Engineering.html
https://www.mb.ovgu.de/mb/en/Boxen/Bachelor+Dual+Mechanical+Engineering+%28B_Sc_%29-p-126.html
https://www.ovgu.de/Studieninteressierte/Studieng%C3%A4nge+von+A+bis+Z/Bachelor/Maschinenbau_+Verlaufsform+Dual-p-113460.html
https://www.ovgu.de/Studieninteressierte/Studieng%C3%A4nge+von+A+bis+Z/Duales+Studium/Partnerunternehmen/Maschinenbau.html


The Master's degree in Mechanical Engineering is an advanced degree programme according to the chosen
specialization. The Master's degree qualifies students for many professions, management positions and careers in
research. It is a prerequisite for obtaining a doctorate.

 

Why study in Magdeburg

N.c. (Numerus clausus)-free!
Choice of specialization
+ Product development - design and calculation
+ Production engineering
+ Materials engineering
+ Automotive systems

‣
‣

Duration: 4 Semester
Language: German
All information about the study programme

‣
‣
‣

https://www.ovgu.de/en/Study/Study+Programmes/Master/Mechanical+Engineering.html
https://www.ovgu.de/en/Study/Study+Programmes/Master/Mechanical+Engineering.html


 

 

You study at a campus with a long engineering tradition
This is what studying in Magdeburg looks like!

‣
‣

You live in a green and lively city.
Good reasons for Magdeburg

‣
‣

https://www.fmb.ovgu.de/Studienangebot/Mein+Studium+in+Magdeburg.html
https://www.ovgu.de/en/University/In+Profile/History.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKJyucQmHg4
https://www.magdeburg-tourist.de/index.php?La=2
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